Kinetic Modeling of Dissolution and Crystallization of Slurries with Attenuated Total Reflectance UV–Visible Absorbance and Near-Infrared Reflectance Measurements
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ABSTRACT: Slurries are often used in chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturing processes but present challenging online measurement and monitoring problems. In this paper, a novel multivariate kinetic modeling application is described that provides calibration-free estimates of time-resolved profiles of the solid and dissolved fractions of a substance in a model slurry system. The kinetic model of this system achieved data fusion of time-resolved spectroscopic measurements from two different kinds of fiber-optic probes. Attenuated total reflectance UV–vis (ATR UV–vis) and diffuse reflectance near-infrared (NIR) spectra were measured simultaneously in a small-scale semibatch reactor. A simplified comprehensive kinetic model was then fitted to the time-resolved spectroscopic data to determine the kinetics of crystallization and the kinetics of dissolution for online monitoring and quality control purposes. The parameters estimated in the model included dissolution and crystal growth rate constants, as well as the dissolution rate order. The model accurately estimated the degree of supersaturation as a function of time during conditions when crystallization took place and accurately estimated the degree of undersaturation during conditions when dissolution took place.

Significant progress in the area of multivariate batch process monitoring, modeling, and control has been made over the last 2 decades,1 however, strategies for monitoring and modeling of slurries have not been widely reported, despite the fact that slurries are often used in chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. Many of the early developments in process analysis can be attributed to groundbreaking work of Nomikos and MacGregor5,3 and Wold and co-workers.4–6 These efforts were largely focused on the use of principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least-squares (PLS) to develop multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) models for characterization of process operating conditions and thereafter the definition of normal operating conditions for the production of batches fulfilling the desired specifications.4 These models were then used to monitor future batches, product quality, and yield, as well as detect faults and diagnose process deviations.

An alternative to this approach called multivariate kinetic modeling has also seen significant development over the last 2 decades. In these approaches, first-principles physical models are fitted directly to multivariate spectroscopic measurements where, typically, the adjustable model parameters are rate constants.7–10 Recently, kinetic model fitting methods were extended to achieve fusion of calorimetric measurements of univariate nature with multivariate spectroscopic measurements,11–14 extended to incorporate chemical equilibria,15,16 used for estimation of additional parameters such as activation energies and reaction enthalpies,15,16 and for fitting of extents of reaction in gas–liquid systems.19 These modeling approaches offer some advantages and some drawbacks compared to empirical multivariate statistical process control models. One significant advantage of multivariate kinetic fitting is that these methods are “calibration-free”.18 By fitting models directly to time-resolved spectra, development of independent spectroscopic calibration models for estimating concentration profiles as a function of time becomes unnecessary. Prerun batches can be used to estimate model parameters by the use of global models15 (one reaction scheme fit to multiple batches). Also, it has been demonstrated that models can be scaled up20 or extended to new operating conditions.22 For real-time batches, the model parameters can be updated to forecast end points and estimate product yields and product quality.18,22 While postulating and identifying the correct physical model is more challenging in multivariate kinetic modeling approaches, this difficulty may be offset by the benefits of increased process insight as well as a significant reduction in the requirement for large libraries of historical batch data normally required in MSPC approaches.
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The use of slurries in industrial processes involves dissolution and crystallization; therefore, a useful kinetic model of such a process must include features that account for this added complexity. The development of population balance equations (PBEs) for nucleation and crystal growth can be traced to the ground-breaking work of Randolph and Larson.23 Early work focused on understanding of fluid mechanics, nucleation kinetics, growth kinetics, and crystallization process performance.24,25 Significant progress has been made on the use of PBEs for modeling crystallization processes, often by use of calorimetric data and off-line solubility determinations.26–32 Monitoring of solubility and supersaturation by the use of in situ spectroscopic methods has also been reported33 and the fitting of PBE-based models to such solubility and supersaturation curves derived from calibrated in situ spectroscopic measurements has also been reported.34–39

The development of dissolution models dates back more than 100 years with the development of the Noyes–Whitney equation.40 Some recent work includes the development of a lattice–Boltzmann model,41 which under appropriate assumptions can be used to simulate complex reactive flows such as in porous media. Most recently, Gao reported the integration of solid–liquid interface kinetics and mass transport kinetics to treat special conditions such as ionization equilibria and supersaturation.42

Recent progress has also been made on the fitting of kinetic models to heterogeneous systems involving crystallization and dissolution processes. Cornell and co-workers were the first to report this kind of application of multivariate kinetic fitting for modeling polymorphic transformations.43,44 In their approach, a PBE-based model was fitted directly to time-resolved in situ Raman spectra43 or attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR–FT-IR) spectra,44 thereby avoiding the need to build and maintain independent calibration models for estimating concentration profiles as a function of time.

In this paper, we report the combination of a traditional dissolution model and a crystallization model and demonstrate the combined approach to slurry dissolution and crystallization processes by fusing two different kinds of spectroscopic measurements, UV–vis ATR measurements with near-infrared (NIR) reflectance measurements and reagent flow-in conditions in a semiempirical model. The ATR UV–vis measurements inform the model fitting process about the concentration of the solute in the solution phase, and the NIR reflectance measurements inform the model about the presence and amount of solid material in the crystalline phase. A small laboratory-scale semibatch reactor was used to produce data for kinetic fitting and provided a means of precise control of experimental conditions. The model is used to accurately estimate time-resolved concentration profiles, the degree of supersaturation during conditions when crystallization takes place, and the degree of undersaturation during conditions when dissolution takes place.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A series of four batch experiments were conducted using a 50 mL reactor at East Carolina University in Greenville, NC. In situ ATR UV–vis absorbance and NIR reflectance data were collected for all experiments. The same chemical conditions and experimental protocol were used for all experiments. The process studied was the crystallization and dissolution of salicylic acid (C₆H₅O₂, molecular weight 138.12, Fisher Scientific ACS certified, CAS 69-72-7) in a solvent mixture containing 52% w/w ethanol (CH₃CH₂OH, molecular weight 46.07, EMD 200 proof, CAS 64-17-5) and 48% w/w deionized water.

**Reactor and Instrument Setup.** The small-scale batch experiments were performed in a custom jacketed 50 mL reaction vessel made in-house at East Carolina University. As shown in Figure 1, the reactor and lid were specifically designed to accept an ATR UV–vis probe, a NIR reflectance probe, a temperature probe, and two PTFE feed lines. The reactor jacket was thermostated using a MGW Lauda RMS6 heater/chiller, and the PTFE feed lines were connected to an automated syringe pump. The reactor temperature, Tᵣ, jacket temperature, Tₖ, and reagent additions from the pump were monitored and controlled by WinISO software from H.E.L. Inc. (Lawrenceville, NJ). Stirring was controlled by an IKA Labortechnik RCT Basic magnetic stirrer and a PTFE-coated stir bar placed in the reaction vessel. Before an experiment was initiated, the jacket temperature was set to a precisely controlled constant value of 25 °C. The reactor temperature was monitored using a calibrated hastalloy temperature probe.

**Spectroscopic Instrument and Data Acquisition.** ATR UV–vis absorbance and NIR reflectance spectra were collected in the reactor using similar acquisition parameters. UV–vis measurements were made using a tec5USA (Plainview, NY) multichannel spectrophotometer with a resolution of 3 nm in the 190–1100 nm region and an ATR fiber-optic probe (Hellma 661.821 model, 205 mm, 125 mm o.d., sapphire crystal). UV–vis absorbance spectra were measured at a rate of 1 spectrum/s and averaged at 30 s intervals using MultiSpec Pro Process software designed by tec5USA. For all experiments, dark current spectra were acquired before the start of each experiment, and an ethanol–water mixture was used to acquire a reference spectrum before each run.

NIR measurements were made using a FOSS NIRSystems (Silver Spring, MD) model 6500 scanning spectrophotometer with a resolution of 4 nm in the 1100–2500 nm region and a diffuse reflectance fiber-optic probe (FOSS, 1.5 m, 1/2 in. o.d. × 12 in., sapphire lens). NIR reflectance data were measured at a rate of 1 spectrum/s and averaged at 30 s intervals using Vision software designed by FOSS NIRSystems. A ceramic disk was used to measure a reference spectrum before each run.

**Experimental Design.** For each experiment, the reactor was initially charged with 20 mL of the solvent mixture (52%...
ethanol, 48% water) and maintained at 25 °C. In the first batch, four precisely measured aliquots of solid salicylic acid in the range of 0.7–0.9 g totaling 3.2 g were introduced into the reactor at 10 min intervals. A slurry of solid salicylic acid in equilibrium with a saturated solution was achieved after the fourth addition. In replicate batches, a single addition of 3.2 g, precisely measured (± 0.001 g), of solid salicylic acid was introduced into the reactor to achieve a saturated solution in one step. The reactor temperature was then increased to 35 °C in order to dissolve all the remaining solid material. Subsequently, the temperature was decreased to 25 °C to produce a metastable supersaturated solution. After 30 min the well-stirred supersaturated solution was seeded with an additional aliquot of 2.5 g of solid salicylic acid precisely measured (± 0.001 g), at which point crystallization occurred. After an equilibration time of 40 min an automated syringe pump was used to deliver aliquots of fresh solvent for the dissolution phase of the experiment. The dissolution study was conducted by introducing six aliquots of 4 mL of fresh solvent precisely measured (± 0.02 g), into the reactor at 20 or 40 min intervals. A more detailed description of the experimental batch protocol is provided in the Results and Discussion section. Collection of ATR UV–vis absorbance and NIR reflectance spectra was continued every 30 s during the dissolution phase of the experiment.

In an independent experiment, a well-stirred slurry was prepared in a graduated cylinder and allowed to equilibrate overnight at 25 °C using the same amounts of reagents described above. The volume of the resulting heterogeneous mixture was determined to be 22.7 mL. After allowing the solid material to settle at 25 °C for several hours, the density of an aliquot of the saturated solution was determined to be 0.90 g/mL by use of a 10 mL pycnometer.

**Kinetic Models for Slurries.** Slurries used in reaction mixtures undergo competing processes of dissolution and precipitation. To model these processes, PBEs are often used to study these kinds of mechanisms. Crystal growth is usually described by thin-film theory, where a mass transfer process across the diffusion layer surrounding the crystal is in competition with solute deposition onto the surface of the crystal.

\[
r_c(t) = \frac{\Phi MW_k k^*}{3d_s \Phi_s \eta_s (c(t) - c_{sat})}
\]  

\[
r_d(t) = \frac{2 MW_k k^*_d}{d_s} (c_{sat} - c(t))
\]  

In eqs 1 and 2, \(r_c(t)\) and \(r_d(t)\) are the instantaneous rates of crystallization and dissolution, respectively, of solute \(S\) at time \(t\); \(\eta_s\) is the effective size factor introduced by Garside;\(^{24}\) \(k^*_c\) and \(k^*_d\) are kinetic rate constants; \(MW_s\) is the molecular weight of \(S\); \(d_s\) is the density of \(S\); \(c_{sat}\) is the solubility of \(S\); \(c(t)\) is the bulk concentration of \(S\) at time \(t\); \(g\) is the rate order of crystal growth. The parameters \(\Phi_s\) and \(\Phi_r\) are surface and volumetric shape factors, respectively. (See Table 1 for a list of symbols.)

In the present application of kinetic modeling, the solute \(S\) was salicylic acid and the reactor content was assumed to be well-mixed. Volume changes were assumed to be additive, and the length, surface, and volumetric shape factors for the crystals were assumed to remain approximately constant throughout the duration of the experiment. It was also assumed that there was no agglomeration of crystal particles or breakage of large crystals due to shear forces from mixing. Under these assumptions, eqs 1 and 2 were simplified by combining constants to provide eqs 3 and 4, respectively.

\[
r_c(t) = k_1(c(t) - c_{sat})
\]  

\[
r_d(t) = k_2 n_t (c_{sat} - c(t))
\]  

![Table 1. List of Notations](https://example.com/table1.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_{STR})</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>NIR reflectance coefficient</td>
<td>g/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_{ATR})</td>
<td>(mw × 1)</td>
<td>ATR UV–vis pure component spectrum of solute (S)</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>concentration of solute (S) in liquid (t)</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(nt × 1)</td>
<td>concentration of solute (S) in bulk</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_{sat})</td>
<td>(nt × 1)</td>
<td>concentration of absorbing solute (S)</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cf)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>correction factor for ATR UV–vis surface enhancement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_s)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>concentration of solid solute</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_{sat})</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>saturated concentration of solute</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_0)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>initial concentration of solute</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_s)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>density of solute</td>
<td>g/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>flow rate of solvent at time (t)</td>
<td>L/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate order of crystal growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td></td>
<td>crystallization/dissolution model (here eqs 10–12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I_{ATR})</td>
<td>(nt × nt)</td>
<td>identity matrix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_c)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate constant of crystal growth</td>
<td>L/mol^2/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_d)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>effective rate constant of crystal growth</td>
<td>L/mol^2/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_j)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate constant of dissolution</td>
<td>mol/(L.min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_j)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>effective rate constant of dissolution</td>
<td>L/mol^2/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>undissolved mass of solute (S) at time (t)</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(nt × 1)</td>
<td>undissolved mass of solute</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MW)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>molecular weight of solute (S)</td>
<td>g/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m_0)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>initial undissolved mass of solute</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate order of dissolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_p)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>number of adjustable model parameters (here (n_p = 4))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n_t)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>number of time points</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nw)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>number of UV–vis wavelengths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>(sp × 1)</td>
<td>vector of adjustable model parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P^*)</td>
<td>(sp × 1)</td>
<td>lower limits of model parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P^t)</td>
<td>(sp × 1)</td>
<td>upper limits of model parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_c(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate of crystal growth at time (t)</td>
<td>mol/(L.min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_d(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate of dissolution at time (t)</td>
<td>mol/(L.min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_{sat}(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>rate of seeding at time (t)</td>
<td>mol/(L.min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{ATR})</td>
<td>(nt × mw)</td>
<td>ATR UV–vis absorbance residuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)</td>
<td>(nt × 1)</td>
<td>degree of supersaturation of solute (S)</td>
<td>mol/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>solute (here salicylic acid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{aq})</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>sum of squared residuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td>operator of matrix transposition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>time instant</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v(t))</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>liquid volume of the slurry at time (t)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>(nt × 1)</td>
<td>liquid volume of the slurry</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v_0)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>initial liquid volume of slurry</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_{REF})</td>
<td>(nt × 1)</td>
<td>NIR reflectance data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_{UV})</td>
<td>(nt × mw)</td>
<td>ATR UV–vis absorbance spectra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta_s)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>effective size factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Phi_s)</td>
<td>(1 × 1)</td>
<td>surface and volumetric shape factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ r_n(t) = \frac{f(t)}{v(t)} c_{in} \]  

Eq 3 describes the crystal growth process where \( k_n \) is an effective rate constant of crystal growth representing the accumulation of all parameters and constants in eq 1. Eq 4 describes the dissolution process, where \( m(t) \) is the undissolved mass of salicylic acid at time \( t \), \( k_d \) is an effective dissolution rate constant, and \( n \) is a rate order for the dissolution. Introduction of \( m(t) \) into eq 4 helped to improve the quality of fitting. Addition of this term has also the effect of forcing the rate of dissolution to zero as the mass of undisolved solute approaches zero and may help compensate for the fact that some of the simplifying assumptions may not be strictly met. Eq 5 describes the seeding step, where \( r_{in}(t) \) is the seeding rate, \( f(t) \) is the time-dependent volumetric flow-in rate of salicylic acid seed crystals, \( v(t) \) is the liquid volume of the slurry at time \( t \), and \( c_{in} \) is the concentration of solid salicylic acid (here equal to the molar volume of the solid).

**Beer’s Law and Reflectance Relation.** According to Beer’s law, UV–vis absorbance data collected in the \((nt \times nw)\)-dimensional matrix \( Y_{UV} \) is the sum of the contributions of all absorbing species at \( nw \) wavelengths and \( nt \) time points. Single-wavelength NIR reflectance data was collected at 1100 nm in the \( nt \)-dimensional vector \( Y_{NIR} \). At 1100 nm absorption by salicylic acid and solvents in the slurry is negligible, thereby providing a univariate measure \( Y_{NIR} \) of light scattering from particles in the slurry, that is, free from the interference of absorption signals. As salicylic acid is the only light-absorbing and light-scattering species present in the system under investigation, linear relations between absorbance and concentration (Beer’s law) and between reflectance and mass of undissolved solid (reflectance relation) can be defined in the following vector forms:

\[ Y_{UV} = c_{abs}^T a_{UV} + R_{UV} \]  

\[ Y_{NIR} = m_{NIR}^T + r_{NIR} \]  

where \( c_{abs} \) is the \( nt \)-dimensional vector of concentration of salicylic acid obtained by numerical integration of the differential equations specified in the kinetic model, \( a_{UV} \) denotes the \( mw \)-dimensional vector containing the ATR UV–vis pure component spectrum (molar absorbivities) of salicylic acid, \( m \) represents the \( nt \)-dimensional vector of undissolved mass of solid salicylic acid, and \( a_{NIR} \) is a NIR reflectance coefficient. In the absence of UV–vis enhancement effects at the surface of the ATR crystal (described below), the concentration profile, \( c_{abs} \) and the undissolved mass profile, \( m \), are obtained by numerical integration of the differential equations specified in the kinetic model. Nonlinear optimization of the model parameters is here used to fit the modeled absorbance and reflectance to the measured absorbance and reflectance data, respectively. A matrix of residuals \( R_{UV} \) \((nt \times nw)\) and a vector of residuals \( r_{NIR} \) \((nt \times 1)\) are included in eqs 6 and 7, respectively, to take into account the instrumental noise and the lack of fit.

**Surface Enhancement Effect.** In the present ATR UV–vis measurements an enhancement of the absorbance signal in supersaturated conditions was observed. Other workers also have observed this phenomenon and attribute it to nucleation or weak adsorption on the surface of the ATR crystal, causing an increase in the absorbance at all wavelengths. The kinetic model used in these studies was adapted to incorporate an additional adjustable parameter used as a correction factor, \( cf \), to model this phenomenon. The measured ATR UV–vis absorbance signal was systematically higher under supersaturated conditions than predicted by uncorrected model.

\[ s(t) = \begin{cases} c(t) - c_{sat} & \text{if } c(t) \geq c_{sat} \\ 0 & \text{if } c(t) < c_{sat} \end{cases} \]  

\[ c_{abs} = c + (cf)s \]  

As previously introduced, \( c_{abs} \) represents the concentration profile of absorbing salicylic acid in solution that is used in Beer’s law (eq 6). This concentration vector is modified according to eq 9, using the modeled concentration profile \( c \) where \( c(t) \) are the individual elements of \( c \) resulting from the integration of the kinetic model (eq 10, below) and the degree of supersaturation \( s (nt \times 1) \) that results from applying eq 8 to all \( nt \) time points.

**Kinetic Model and Numerical Integration.** Kinetic modeling starts by postulating a kinetic model, here named \( H \) and depending on eqs 3–5. The kinetic model is generally based on elementary dynamic steps, in this case crystallization and dissolution processes. Kinetic model \( H \) is a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) given by eqs 10–12, which is numerically integrated and results in the concentration profile \( c (nt \times 1) \) and the undissolved mass profile \( m (nt \times 1) \) of salicylic acid; and the volume profile, \( v (nt \times 1) \), of the slurry.

\[ \frac{dc}{dt} = -r_d(t) - r_g(t) - r_m(t) \]  

\[ \frac{dm}{dt} = MWv(t)(r_d(t) - r_g(t) + r_m(t)) \]  

\[ \frac{dv}{dt} = f(t) - \frac{MWv(t)}{d_5}(r_d(t) - r_g(t)) \]

Eqs 9–12 depend on four adjustable parameters \( (k_d, k_n, n, cf) \) collected in a vector \( p \) of dimension 4; note that the rate order \( g \) for the crystal growth is here treated as a fixed parameter. Eqs 10–12 depend on the liquid volume \( v(t) \) of the slurry, the solvent volumetric flow-in rate \( f(t) \), and on the dissolution, crystallization, and seeding rates \( r_d(t), r_g(t), \) and \( r_m(t) \), respectively. This system of ODEs is numerically integrated using initial conditions \( c_{in}, m_{in}, \) and \( v_0 \).

**Elimination of the Linear Parameters.** At each iteration of the nonlinear optimization, the pure component spectrum \( a_{UV} \) for the ATR UV–vis measurements is linearly estimated in the region from 250 to 350 nm using the vector \( c_{abs} \) and the matrix \( Y_{UV} \) as shown in eq 13. Similarly, the linear coefficient \( m_{NIR} \) can also be extracted (see eq 14) from the NIR reflectance measurements at 1100 nm, where a measure of pure light scattering is possible.

\[ a_{UV} = c_{abs}^T Y_{UV} \]  

\[ a_{NIR} = m_{NIR}^T Y_{NIR} \]

\( c_{abs} \) and \( m^* \) are left pseudoinverse vectors, computed as \( c_{abs} = (c_{abs}^T c_{abs})^{-1} c_{abs}^T \) and \( m^* = (m^* m)^{-1} m^* \), respectively.

**Nonlinear Optimization.** The standard Newton–Gauss–Levenberg/Markuardt (NGL/M) algorithm was used to adjust the vector \( p \) of model parameters. The convergence of gradient methods such as NGL/M is superior to other methods, provided that the initial guesses for the parameters are close to...
their optimal values. \textsuperscript{46} NGL/M relies on the calculation of the derivative of the residuals with respect to each of the adjustable parameters. These derivatives were estimated by the technique of finite differences with a relative difference of $10^{-6}$. The convergence criterion was fixed to a relative change of $10^{-4}$ in the sum of squared residuals between successive iterations.

Lower and upper bounds for the adjustable parameters were implemented into NGL/M as follows. If the values of parameters after applying the shifts computed by NGL/M exceeded maximum or minimum values, then the parameters were adjusted to upper or lower limits, respectively. Linear estimates of $a_{UV}$ (eq 13) and $a_{NIR}$ (eq 14) are used to compute residuals $R_{UV}$ and $r_{NIR}$ from eqs 6 (Beer’s law) and 7 (reflectance relation), respectively, as

$$ R_{UV} = Y_{UV} - c_{abs}^T (I_{nt} - c_{abs} c_{abs}^+ Y_{UV} ) $$

$$ r_{NIR} = y_{NIR} - m_{NIR} = (I_{nt} - m m^+) y_{NIR} $$

where $I_{nt}$ is the $nt$-dimensional identity matrix. The sum of squares, $ssq$, which is the driving force of the NGL/M optimization algorithm, is the sum of all squared residuals $R_{UV}$ and $r_{NIR}$.

$$ ssq = \sum_{i=1}^{nt} \sum_{j=1}^{nw} R_{UV,ij}^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{nt} r_{NIRi}^2 $$

The least-squares optimization problem solved by NGL/M can be formulated as follows: minimize the sum of squared residuals by adjusting the values of a vector $p$ of model parameters subjected to (s.t.) a postulated kinetic model $H(p)$ of differential form and to upper and lower bounds $p^l$ and $p^u$, respectively. Mathematically, this problem can be formulated as

$$ \min p \text{ ssq } $$

$$ \text{s.t. } H(p) $$

$$ p^l \leq p \leq p^u $$

\textbf{RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}

Figure 2 shows the entire record of an experiment, including ATR UV−vis absorbance at 307 nm (Figure 2A), NIR reflectance at 1100 nm (Figure 2B) and temperature (Figure 2C). The UV−vis absorbance data shown in Figure 2A characterizes the solution phase and does not respond to solid material in the slurry. During the time interval from 15 to 167 min, four aliquots of solid salicylic acid were added, which gives a stepwise increase in the UV−vis absorbance profile of the liquid phase. These precisely measured amounts were used to confirm linear response of the ATR UV−vis probe under the concentration ranges used in these experiments. On the other hand it is well-known that changes in temperature produce small changes in the refractive index of liquid solvents which could affect the reliability of ATR measurements. In order to evaluate the significance of this effect, at 78 min, the temperature of the solution was increased from 25 to 35 °C, which produced a corresponding 0.5% decrease in the UV−vis absorption at 307 nm. This change in absorbance as a function of the temperature was considered negligible for the purpose of modeling.

At 115 min, the temperature was reduced from 35 °C back to 25 °C, and the absorbance returned to its original level. At this point, only a homogeneous solution was present in the reactor. At 167 min, the last addition of salicylic acid produced a saturated solution. Only about 30% of the added material dissolved forming a slurry. At 204 min, the temperature of the mixture was increased to 35 °C, and the remaining solid salicylic acid dissolved producing a homogeneous solution. At 252 min, the temperature of the mixture was cooled to 25 °C producing a supersaturated solution. A corresponding significant increase in the absorption measured by the ATR UV−vis crystal was observed. This change was much larger (+3.1%) than the effect of temperature (−0.5%) observed at 78 min. Experimental evidence suggested that the increase was most likely due to weak adsorption phenomena in the evanescence field near the ATR crystal surface.\textsuperscript{45} Crystallization on the surface of the ATR crystal can be ruled out because prior to the
quick cooling to 25 °C, the probe was submerged in a solution held at 35 °C for 30 min. The resulting residual heat in the probe ensured that it stayed warmer than the surrounding solution, thus preventing crystallization of salicylic acid on the surface of the ATR crystal.

At 282 min, 2.5 g of solid salicylic was introduced at which point the supersaturated solution quickly crystallized to produce a saturated solution in equilibrium with the solid. At 302 min, a 4 mL aliquot of fresh solvent was added, and a dissolution profile was observed, as shown in Figure 2A. Other additions of 4 mL aliquots of fresh mixture solvent were made at 342, 382, 422, 462, and 502 min. After the fifth solvent addition at 462 min, an undersaturated solution was produced (all salicylic acid dissolved). At 502 min, an unsaturated solution was obtained and only dilution effects were observed.

Figure 2B shows the NIR reflectance at 1100 nm indicating the presence of solid material from 167 to 204 min and from 282 to 462 min. At 282 min, when slurry was produced, a considerable increase in the NIR reflectance signal was observed. In Figure 2C, corresponding changes in the temperature can be observed. When solid salicylic acid at 25 °C was introduced, a temporary decrease in temperature was observed as energy was absorbed by the dissolution process.

The top of Figure 3 shows an expanded view of Figure 2A between 262 and 512 min. The blue-dotted line shows the ATR UV–vis measurement at 307 nm, and the black line shows the modeled UV–vis absorbance of dissolved salicylic acid obtained by fitting the ATR UV–vis. The bottom of Figure 3 shows the modeled amount of solid salicylic acid remaining in the slurry as a function of time. The results shown in Figure 3 were obtained by fitting a kinetic model to more than 511 UV–vis spectra measured in the 260–370 nm region. Good fits were obtained for the spectral data. The overall standard deviation for the residuals of the UV–vis spectral data was 5 × 10⁻⁴ absorbance units, slightly higher than the instrumental noise of 7 × 10⁻⁵ absorbance units. Figure 3A compares the fitted and measured UV–vis absorbance at 307 nm, corresponding to the absorption peak maximum for the solute.

In order to evaluate the reproducibility of the experimental protocol and the model fitting process, three replicate experiments were performed with shorter time frames of operational conditions. This ensured that the model was robust...
with respect to changes in the experimental time frame. Three replicates were run at half of the time scale of the original experiment (i.e., fresh solvent was added at 20 min intervals rather than 40 min intervals).

In Figure 4, the ATR UV−vis absorbance profiles (liquid phase) of three replicate experiments are shown. The NIR reflectance measurements and temperature data are not shown but are comparable to these shown in Figure 2B and Figure 2C. Figure 4 shows good agreement between the fitted and measured UV−vis absorbance at 307 nm, with slight variations most likely caused by small deviations from the assumptions made above (eqs 3−5). For example, in these experiments, slurries were assumed to be well-stirred, although this assumption does not strictly hold because small dead zones could be observed in the reactor behind the ATR UV−vis probe and the NIR reflectance probe. Another assumption was that the slurry was sufficiently well-mixed such that all particles of salicylic acid were suspended uniformly throughout the reactor vessel and that the stirring rate was relatively constant. Small changes in the stirring rate from batch to batch will show up as differences in the estimated rate constants for dissolution and crystallization. Last but not least, it was also assumed that the particle size distribution of the dissolving solid material remained approximately the same throughout the experiment. For the purpose of this model fitting process, reasonably satisfactory fits were obtained within the limits of these assumptions.

Figure 5 shows the indirectly estimated profiles of undissolved salicylic acid for three replicate experiments, which result from the integration of kinetic model H (eqs 10−12) driven by the fitting of ATR UV−vis absorbance data. Note that NIR reflectance data were not used to produce these results. Indirect estimation of the solid mass is possible because the integrated dynamic model of eqs 10−12 enforces strict mass balance based on precisely specified initial conditions of each experiment.

Figure 6 shows the estimated solid mass profiles obtained by fitting both ATR UV−vis multivariate absorbance data (260−370 nm) and NIR univariate reflectance data (1100 nm) for three replicate experiments. Note that PLS is used here for validation purposes only, that is, it is not used in the fitting process. The PLS calibration experiments were built as follows. First, a separate set of experiments were conducted to precisely determine the solubility of salicylic acid in the mixed solvent (52% ethanol, 48% water) at 25 °C. Then, knowing the solubility limit, a total of eight calibration mixtures were...
prepared from a well-stirred saturated solution of salicylic acid with known amounts of undissolved salicylic acid. The NIR reflectance spectra of these solutions were measured from 1100 to 1700 nm. The PLS calibration model was constructed using these eight calibration mixtures in the range of 1100 to 1700 nm using three latent variables and MATLAB code written in-house using the algorithm of Lorder et al.47 The resulting PLS calibration model was used to estimate the solid phase. The dissolution of small/tiny particles present in the mixture of the slurry was determined experimentally (1.004 mol/L). 

### Table 2. Comparison of Kinetic Modeling Results Using Only ATR UV–Vis Multivariate Absorbance Data (260–370 nm) or Using ATR UV–Vis Multivariate Absorbance Data Fused with NIR Univariate Reflectance Data (1100 nm)\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiment 1</th>
<th>experiment 2</th>
<th>experiment 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>initial guess</td>
<td>optimal value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATR UV–Vis Data Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_1^d)</td>
<td>79.41</td>
<td>67.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_2^d)</td>
<td>35.86</td>
<td>30.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n^d)</td>
<td>2.228</td>
<td>2.505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Rate order \(g\) for the crystal growth was fixed to 1.5, and saturation limit \(c_{sat}\) was determined experimentally (1.004 mol/L). \(^b\)Standard deviation. \(^c\)Rate constant of dissolution has units \(L^{g-1}/(mol^{−1} min)\), with \(n\) as the rate order of dissolution. \(^d\)Rate constant of crystal growth has units \(L^{g-1}/(mol^{−1} min)\), with \(g\) as the rate order of crystal growth. 

### CONCLUSION

In this paper, an advanced measurement and modeling strategy was demonstrated to monitor the dissolution and crystallization of salicylic acid in a mixed solvent. The solid phase was monitored using in situ diffuse reflectance NIR spectroscopy, while the liquid phase was monitored using in situ ATR UV–vis spectroscopy. In order to determine the kinetic parameters involved during the crystal growth and dissolution processes, a kinetic model describing these processes as a function of time was fitted to time-resolved multivariate spectral measurements. The suggested kinetic laws were sufficient in describing the set of four crystallization and dissolution experiments performed during this study. The parameters estimated in the model included dissolution and crystallization rate constants, dissolution rate order, as well as the degree of supersaturation and undersaturation that provides the driving force for crystallization and dissolution, respectively. In addition, this article has presented the methods to be used to carry out the fitting of a kinetic model to measured multivariate spectroscopic data of slurries (i.e., ATR UV–vis absorbance and NIR reflectance spectra): (i) postulation of the model and derivation of the differential equations, (ii) numerical integration of the model to yield the concentration profiles, and finally (iii) calculation of the pure component spectra and adjustment of models’ rate constants to measured data. The model accurately estimated time-resolved profiles showing the concentration of solute in the liquid phase and the mass of solute in the solid phase. This enabled model estimation of the degree of supersaturation during conditions when crystallization took place and the degree of undersaturation during conditions when dissolution took place.

The goal of this research project was therefore achieved, that is, the development of a kinetic model that gives a statistically sufficient description of the dissolution/crystallization process for monitoring and control by multivariate spectroscopy.
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